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Department
Course Number
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Course Outline Preparer
Department Chairperson

DepartmentlDivision Dean

March 20,1999
Photography
PROT 89
Large Format TransparencyClifE

II. COURSE SPECIFICS

A.
B.
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F.
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Rours
Units
Prerequisite(s)

Corequisite(s)
Advisor(y/ies)
Course Description

Field Trip(s)
Method of Grading
Repeatability

1 lecture hour and 3 lab hours per week
3
PROT 83 and 85A or demonstration of
exit skills
none
PROT 55
An advanced large format transparency
course
As required
Letter
11

III. CATALOG DESCRIPTION
An advanced, large format transparency (4X5) course with emphasis on color principles
carried to further refinement and practical applications in studio and field location
))\.\.()\.()'b~'3..\I\\:l.S\lec\'3..l em\lb:a.'3.\'3. on \lmduct \ntet\or and exterior \lhot0'Sn\\lhy, solv\n'S
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IV. COURSE OBJECTIVES

The student will:

A. Demonstrate ability to evaluate complex problems in producing large format
transparencies both in studio and on location.

B. Demonstrate ability to evaluate lighting conditions, including mixed light, and
determine techniques needed to achieve optimal results.

C. Demonstrate ability to select film type necessary to best achieve desired results.

D. Demonstrate ability to employ special effects for the maximum impact including
color correction filters for most accurate color rendition.

E. Develop standards to select a range of subject and lighting conditions to
successfully produce a well rounded portfolio.

V. COURSE CONTENT (by topic)

A. Color variations and control
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1. Color quality and color variables
2. Control of lighting and subject to obtain optimal color results.

B. Technical skills development
1. Camera lens focal lengths and shutter speed and their relationship.
2. Color film characteristics and how to test emulsions.
3. Light sources and how to control them in relationship to the subject and

the camera.
4. Subject placement and its relationship to the camera and available light

sources.

C. Product photography for sales/promotion/advertising/personal
1. Photographing for clients.
2. Photographing for your own portfolio.
3. Photography as a marketing Jool.
4. Photography as art.

D. Illumination and controls
1. Photographing for clients.
2. Photographing for your own portfolio.
3. Photography as a marketing tool.
4. Photography as art.

VI. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY

A. Assignments
1. Seven minimum - each submitted with attached sheet for comments and

grading.
2. Successive assignments should make use of what was learned in prior

work turned in.
3. Quality is expected and timely submission to complete required number.
4. Class viewing and critique of each others work.
5. Instructor comments and grade when work is returned to student.

B. Evaluation
1. Ability to put into practice technical skills learned
2. Adapt skills in personal and unique style to produce assignments
3. Written midterm exam
4. Assignments will comprise 50% of final letter grade
5. Essay final exam

C. Texts and Other Materials
1. Required text(s)

none
2. Supplementary readings

a. Eastman Kodak, Professional Photographic Illustration.
b. Eastman Kodak, Photography With Large Format Cameras.

VII. REQUESTED CLASSIFICATION

Credit/Degree Applicable [meets all standards of Title V, Section 55002 (a)]
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